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Abstract
Adensity-dependent gauge ﬁeldmay induce density-induced geometric frustration, leading to a non-
trivial interplay between densitymodulation and frustration, whichwe illustrate for the particular case
of ultra-cold bosons in zig-zag optical lattices with a density-dependent hopping amplitude.We show
that the density-induced frustration leads to a rich landscape of quantumphases, includingMott
insulator, bond-order insulator, two-component superﬂuids, chiral superﬂuids, and partially paired
superﬂuids.We show aswell that the density-dependent hopping results in an effective repulsive or
attractive interaction, and that for the latter case the vacuummay be destabilized leading to a strong
compressibility. Finally, we discuss the characteristicmomentumdistribution of the predicted phases,
which can be used to detect the phases in time-of-ﬂightmeasurements.
1. Introduction
Geometric frustration, especially in low-dimensional systems, results in the stabilization of unusual quantum
phases [1]. Ultra-cold atoms in optical lattices constitute an excellent environment for the study of the effects of
geometric frustration in quantummany-body systems, due to the exquisite experimental control available over
the lattice geometry, including triangular [2] and kagome [3] lattices, and even lattices with variable geometry
[4, 5]. Geometric frustrationmay result as well from the carefulmanipulation of the hopping rates. Lattice
shaking has been already employed to change selectively the sign of the hopping rate along some directions in the
lattice [6], or even to obtain complex hopping rates [2]. Complex hopping rates have been realized aswell by
means of Raman-assisted hopping, a technique that has recently allowed for the successful realization of
syntheticmagnetic ﬁelds [7–11].
Up to now, the created synthetic gaugeﬁelds, and in general the hopping rates in the lattice, are not affected
by the atoms, i.e. the created gaugeﬁelds and lattice geometries are static. Recently, it has been proposed that
laser-assisted hoppingmay result in the realization of density-dependent gauge ﬁelds [12–15] for which the
hopping rates (in particular their phase) is dynamicallymodiﬁed depending on the local lattice occupation
number. In one-dimensional lattices density-dependent gaugeﬁelds result in the anyon-Hubbardmodel
[12, 13], which is characterized by gauge-drivenMott-insulator (MI) to superﬂuid (SF) transitions,Mott phases
at negative on-site interactions, and by the appearance of novel phases(in particular the so-called partially
paired superﬂuid (PP) [13]). In higher-dimensions, laser-assisted hoppingmay induce under proper conditions
density-dependentmagnetism,which results in a non-trivial interplay between densitymodulation and
chirality [14].
These recently proposed techniques for creating density-dependent hopping rates not only allow for the
creation of density-dependentmagnetism;more generally they open interesting possibilities for the study of
latticemodels with an occupation-dependent geometric frustration. In this paper, wewill illustrate the non-
trivial interplay between lattice occupation and frustration in thesemodels for the particular case of ultra-cold
atoms in zig-zag lattices(see ﬁgure 1). Zig-zag lattices are equivalent to one-dimensional lattices with nearest-
and next-nearest-neighbor hoppings, and have been extensively investigated in the presence of frustration
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[16–20, 22–26]. Theymay be easily realizedwith ultra-cold atoms in optical lattices by superimposing
incoherently a one-dimensional lattice and a triangular lattice, as shown in [23].We showbelow, that the
occupation-dependent frustration results in a very rich landscape of insulator and superﬂuid phases, including
chiral superﬂuids (CSF), two-component superﬂuids (2SF),MI phases with string order, bond-order insulators
(BO), and the PP phase.
2.Model andmethod
Weconsider a systemof ultra-cold bosons in a zig-zag optical lattice with density dependent frustration as
depicted inﬁgure 1. The hopping rate along the rungs(legs) is denoted as t ¢( )t . The coupling constantU
represents the two-body on-site repulsion between the atoms. Density-dependent frustration is realized by
associating a density dependent Peierls phase to ¢t (for a discussion on how these occupation dependent phases
may be created bymeans of Raman-assisted hoppingwe refer to the detail discussions in [13, 14]). The system is
described by the Bose–HubbardHamiltonian:
å å å= - + - ¢ + + -p+ +( ) ( ) ( ) ( )† †H t a a t a a U n nH.c. e H.c. 2 1 , 1i i i i i
n
i
i
i i1
i
2
i
where †ai , ai , and = †n a ai i i are creation, annihilation, and number operators for bosons at site i. As discussed
in [13, 14], the scheme employed to create the density-dependent Peierls phase also results in an on-site two-
body hardcore constraint(2BHCC), =( )†a 0i 3 , i.e. amaximumof two bosonsmay occupy a given site. For
simplicity, we set t= 1 as the energy scale in the following.
Recent studies on ultra-cold bosonswith 2BHCCand an occupation-independent tunneling in a fully-
frustrated zig-zag lattice ( ¢ <t 0 and >t 0) have shown that the systemundergoes a transition from a SF to a
gappedHaldane-insulator (HI)phase and then to aCSF phase as a function of frustration(i.e. as a function of
¢∣ ∣t t ) at unitﬁlling andU= 0 [23]. For <U 0 the system exhibits transitions to other phases such as pair-
superﬂuid(PSF) and density wave(DW). On the other hand a systemof hardcore bosons ( = ¥U ) in a fully
frustrated zig-zag lattice resembles an isotropic -J J1 2model with some quantitative differences. The phase
diagramof this system is dominated by the BOphase at intermediate values of ¢∣ ∣t , whereas for large ¢t the system
CSF phase [24–26].
In this paperwe are especially interested in the effects that the density-dependent phase of the next-nearest
neighbor hopping inModel(1) (and hence the corresponding occupation-dependent geometric frustration) has
on the ground-state properties of the system.Wewill hence restrict for simplicity to the caseU= 0(note
however, that the system remains effectively interacting due to the 2BHCC, and the occupation-dependent
hopping itself), and obtain the ground-state phase diagram as a function of the frustrated hopping and the lattice
ﬁlling using the densitymatrix renormalization group(DMRG)method [27, 28] for up to 120 lattice sites and
300 densitymatrix eigenstates.
3. Single particle dispersion
Important aspects of the physics of the zig-zag latticemay be understood from its single particle dispersion, valid
for the limit of low latticeﬁlling, r  0
= - - ¢( ) ( ) k t k t k2 cos 2 cos 2 . 2
For ¢ <t 0 themodel is frustrated, and for ¢ >∣ ∣t t 1 4 the dispersion relation presents two degenerateminima
at distinctmomenta =  º  ¢( ∣ ∣)k Q t tarccos 4 . Due to this degeneracy the effect of interactions becomes
crucial for selecting a particular ground-state. Typically the two phases are found in the density-independent
Figure 1. Schematic diagramof the zig-zag lattice with density-dependent next-nearest neighbor hopping considered in this paper.
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model [29]: a two-component 2SF phase, in which the particles occupy bothminima equally; a one-component
CSF phase, with all particles quasi-condensing in one of the twominima, which is spontaneously selected.Hence
theCSF phase in the thermodynamic limit is twofold degenerate and exhibits a non-vanishing local boson
current or chirality
c = -+( ) ( )†a ai
2
H.c. . 3i ii 1
In aﬁnite system this locally deﬁned chirality is always zero.However, the CSF phase is clearly characterized by
the long-range ordered current-current correlations (chiral order parameter)
k c c= á ñ
-
( )
∣ ∣
lim . 4
i j
i j
1
The 2SF phase does not exhibit aﬁnite chirality.Wewill discuss amore quantitative picture of the interplay
between the 2SF andCSF phases in section 6.
Due to the 2BHCC, in the limit r  2, wemay understand singly occupied sites (singlons) asmoving on top
of the fully occupied lattice ñ ñ ñ∣ ∣ ∣2 2 2 . The singlons experience the effective dispersion:
= - + ¢( ) ( ) k t k t k2 cos 2 cos 2 . 5
Hence, a sufﬁciently large density induces frustration for ¢ >t 0, which is characterized as well by the presence of
two degenerateminima in ( ) k .We showbelow that this leads to the appearance of theCSF and the 2SF phases
at largeﬁllings.
4.Density-induced frustration
In this sectionweﬁrst consider the case of ¢ >t 0, i.e. amodel which is unfrustrated for lowﬁlling but becomes
frustrated at largeﬁlling. OurDMRG results for the ground-state phase diagramofModel (1)withU=0 are
summarized inﬁgure 2(b).
4.1. Gapless phases
In order to distinguish between gapped and gapless phaseswe evaluate the chemical potentialμ obtained from
theminimization of m-( )E L N N, , where ( )E L N, is the ground-state energy forN bosons in L sites [20]. The
chemical potential as a function of the lattice ﬁlling for different values of ¢t is depicted inﬁgure 3. Plateaus in
this graph constitute a clear signature of the existence of gapped phases whichwill be discussed below.
Furthermore the r m( ) curve for certain parameters exhibits a kinkwhich signals a commensurate-
Figure 2.Ground-state phase diagramofModel(1) for ¢ <t 0 (a) and ¢ >t 0 (b). The gappedMI+HI andBOphases are bounded by
the black solid curves. For ¢ >t 0 the PPphase is below theMI+HIphase, and the SF–PP transition ismarked by red triangles. The
2SF phase is bounded between themagenta diamonds and blue circles. TheCSF phase(at the right of the blue circles) covers a broad
range of the phase diagram. For ¢ <t 0, the abrupt density jump(phase separation) ismarked by green squares. In bothﬁgures, the
gray regions represent the empty (r = 0) and full (r = 2) states.
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incommensurate (C-IC) type transition [30] between a one-component SF phase and a two-component phase
such as the 2SF or PP phase.
Whereas for lowﬁllings the system is a simple SF phase, for ¢ >t 0.7 and below r = 1a different phase
appears, the transition being identiﬁed by the kink as shown inﬁgures 3(d) and (f). This phase is characterized by
an increase of theﬁlling for growingμ in an unordered sequence of steps of one and two bosons(see ﬁgure 3(f)).
This feature is a signature of the so-called PP phase, a two-component superﬂuid phase of doublon- and holon-
dimers characteristic of the one-dimensional anyon-Hubbardmodel [13]. InModel(1) the PP phase results
from the quasi-anyonic character of the chains built up of even and odd sites, which become fully decoupled
only in the limit ¢t t . The PP phase survives in the region belowunit ﬁlling for large values of ¢t as shown in
theﬁgure 2. Aswewill showbelow the PP-phase exhibits amulti-peakmomentumdistribution, since both
holons and doublonsmay be treated as independent superﬂuidswith differentmomenta.
Above unit ﬁlling, we observe C-IC transitions to a 2SF phase (again signaled by a kink in the r m( )-curve as
depicted inﬁgure 3(a)). This phase does not exhibit the PP-like feature discussed above. In the vicinity of the
fully occupied latticewemay identify it with a 2SF phase of the frustrated zig-zag lattice from the dilute limit
picture of sections 3 and 6.
With increasing ¢t , the system enters a CSF phase, which is also stable for r = 3 2when ¢ >t 1.0 as
discussed below. TheCSF phase extends up to r = 2.Wemay clearly distinguish theCSF phase from the other
phases by its non-vanishing chiral order parameter. The chiral order parameterκ as a function of ρ for three
representative values of ¢t is plotted inﬁgure 7. The current-current correlation function c ci j is plotted in
different regions of the phase diagram in the inset ofﬁgure 7. There is a sharp decay of the correlation function
Figure 3.Curves r m( ) for ¢ =t 0.4 (a), ¢ =t 0.5 (b), ¢ =t 0.7 (c), ¢t = 1.2(d), and ¢ = -t 0.5 and−0.9(e). The plateaus in (a), (b), (c)
and (d) correspond to the gapped phases such as theMI+HI (r = 1) and the BOphase (r = 1.5). Themacroscopic jump in (e)
corresponds to the phase separation. (f) shows an enlarged view of the PP region inﬁgure (d)which exhibits an unordered sequence of
steps of one and two bosons.
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when the system is in the SF phase, whereas in theCSF phase the value of c ci j shows a long-range correlation.
The type of the 2SF–CSF transitionwhichwe expect to be of (weak)ﬁrst order has to be clariﬁed in further
works.
For the case of very strong repulsive interactions where amapping to a hardcore bosonmodel is appropriate,
we expect the same sequence of SF–2SF–CSF phases for the regime r< <1 1.5 as discussed above for r > 1.5.
Indeed also forU= 0 our numerical data is consistent with the presence of a small 2SF-phase separating the SF
and theCSF phases.
4.2. Gapped phases
Since inModel (1) frustration emerges with growing ﬁllingwemay expect the appearance of gapped phases for
U= 0. As the hopping strength increases a gapped phase appears for r = 1and ¢ >t 0.3, whereas a second
plateau is observed for r = 3 2 and ¢ >t 0.6. These plateaus appear for a range of intermediate values of ¢t (see
ﬁgures 3(a)–(d)) and then vanish for large ¢t . The extrapolated values of the chemical potentials corresponding
to these plateaus are plotted inﬁgure 2(lobes bounded by black curves).
Asmentioned above, a fully frustrated zig-zag lattice with 2BHCC exhibits a gappedHI phase forU= 0 at
unitﬁlling between the gapless SF andCSF phases. For larger values of >U 0 aGaussian-type phase transition
to aMI phase is induced [23]. Both theHI andMI phases exhibit different types of non-vanishing hidden orders.
TheMI phase is characterized by aﬁnite parity-order parameter
= á - ñå d
- ¥
< <( ) ( )
∣ ∣
O lim 1 , 6
i j
n
parity i l j
l
with d = -n n1j j, which has been recentlymeasured experimentally using single-site resolution [21]. Contrary
to that theHI phase, which can be understood as a kind of a density wave (anitferromegnetic) ordered phase of
doublons and holons diluted by single particles, exhibits a non-zero string-order parameter
d d= á - ñå d
- ¥
< <( ) ( )
∣ ∣
O n nlim 1 . 7
i j
i
n
jstring i l j
l
In a typicalMI phase as studied in [23], one observes ¹O 0parity and =O 0string while for theHI phase,
=O 0parity and ¹O 0string . For the case of a broken space-inversion symmetry such as inModel(1), however, a
smooth crossover between theHI andMI phases is observed [31]. Due to the direction-dependent tunneling a
MI phasemay exhibit aﬁnite string order >O 0string because of the formation of quasi bound holon doublon
pairs in one preferred direction as studied in [14, 32]. The gapped phase at r = 1 is aMI phase resulting from the
density-induced frustration. In addition, and contrary to the usualMI, the gapped phase at r = 1presents a
non-zero string-order parameter. Figure 4 shows that both order parameters become ﬁnite around ¢t 0.3
where the gap opens.We hence denote this phase as theMI+HI phase in the phase diagramofﬁgure 2.
In contrast, the gapped region at r = 3 2 is a BOphase that results solely from the density-induced
geometric frustration. Due to the 2BHCC, doublons (i.e. doubly occupied sites) on top of theMI phasewith all
the sites occupied by one particlemay be considered as hard-core bosons. The full state (r = 2)may be hence
understood as an insulator with unit ﬁlling occupation (r = 1D ) of these hard-core bosons. The appearance of
the BOphase can be hence understood fromwhat is known for hard-core bosons in zig-zag lattices [24–26]. At
density r = 3 2 (r = 1 2D ) the doublonsminimize the energy by arranging themselves along the rungs of the
Figure 4.Extrapolated values of the string and the parity order parameters with respect to ¢t for r = 1. The simultaneous presence of
both orders characterizes theMI+HIphase.
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ladder in a periodic pattern, which results in bond order. The existence of bond ordering is conﬁrmed by aﬁnite
peak in the BO structure factor
å= á ñ-( ) ( )( )S k
L
B B
1
e , 8
i j
k i j
i jBO 2
,
i
where = ++ +† †B a a a ai i i i i1 1 . By performing aﬁnite size extrapolation of p=( )S kBO using a polynomial of
lowest order with system sizes of =L 40, 60, 80, 100, 120we establish the existence of a BOphase for
< ¢ <t0.4 1.0 as shown inﬁgure 5(blue circles). Upon increasing ¢t the system enters into theCSF phase,
similarly as for the case of hardcore bosons [26]. The transition to theCSF phase at r = 1.5 is obtained by
plotting the chiral order parameter. Inﬁgure 5(red squares)weplot the extrapolated values ofκ using system
sizes of =L 40, 60, 80, 100, 120which shows a transition to theCSF phase at ¢ ~t 1.0. Theﬁnite size
extrapolation of p( )SBO andκ is shown inﬁgure 6. It can be clearly seen that SBO(k) slowly goes to zero as ¢t
increases and at the same time the value ofκ becomes ﬁnite at ¢t 1.0 .
5. Frustration decreasingwith the density
For ¢ <t 0 the system is frustrated as r  0, and for growing density the frustration is destroyed. One could
hence naively expect an approximate inversion of the graph obtained for ¢ >t 0. The situation is however rather
different. For all ¢ <t 0we observe a large density jump for a ﬁxed chemical potential(seeﬁgure 3(e) and the
green squares inﬁgure 2(a)). For ¢ <∣ ∣t 0.8 the density jump starts from the vacuum, r = 0, whereas for
¢ >∣ ∣t 0.8 there exists aﬁnite CSF region at low densities. At r = 1and ¢ >∣ ∣t 0.6we observe theMI+HI phase.
Figure 5.Extrapolated values of the bond-order structure factor p=( )S kBO and the chiral order parameterκ, in the SF–BO–CSF
region.
Figure 6. Finite size extrapolation of p=( )S kBO (a) andκ(b) across the BO–CSF boundary.
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Further increase in the density results in the SF phase. The presence of the strong density jump prevents the
appearance of a BOphase at r = 0.5, the 2SF phase and the PP phase.
The presence of the density jumpmay be understood from the following simple argument. Due to the
2BHCC, = -p + +( )† †a a a n ae 1 2j n j j ji 2 2. Although, the correction of the hopping depends on the number
operator, wemay understand themain effects of this correction by approximating in amean ﬁeldway
r gr¢ ¢ = ¢ -p ( ) ( )t t te 1ni eff , where g > 0 is a proportionality constant. For ¢ >t 0, the single particle
dispersion presents a single energyminimumat k= 0, with density-dependent energy per particle r =( )E0
r gr- - ¢ = + ¢( ) ( )t E t2 2 0 2eff 0 . Note that the vacuumboundary is given by the curve m = ( )E 00 . Since the
energy increases with ρ the vacuumboundary is stable, andwe expect a continuous growing of ρ as a function of
μ. For ¢ <t 0 the situation radically changes, as it is possible to see from the simplemodel above for ¢ <∣ ∣t 1 4.
There is still a singleminimumat k= 0, but nowwith energy r r gr= - + ¢ = - ¢( ) ∣ ( )∣ ( ) ∣ ∣E t E t2 2 0 20 eff 0 , i.e.
the energy decreases with ρ. As a result, when m = ( )E 00 , the density-dependent hopping pushes r( )E0 even
further belowμ, and hence ρ experiences a large jump corresponding to a negative compressibility (only arrested
by corrections to the simple toymodel).
6. Effective interaction in the limit r  0andr  2
In the limits r  0 and r  2wemay derive an description of the systemproperties bymeans of a two-particle
scattering problem [29, 33]. A general two-particle statemay be described by
å åY ñ = ñ + ñ
>
∣ ( ) ∣ ∣ ( )† † †c b c b b0 0 . 9K
x
x x x
x y x
x y x y,
2
,
,
Due to the conservation of totalmomentum = +K k k1 2 in the scattering process one can express the
amplitudes as =+ +( )c C ex x r r K x, i r2 . The Schrödinger equation Yñ = W Yñ∣ ∣H for the two-particle problem
leads to the following systemof coupled equations for the amplitudesCr:
W - = - - ¢( ) ( ) ( )⎜ ⎟⎛⎝⎜
⎛
⎝
⎞
⎠
⎞
⎠⎟U C t
K
C t K C2 2 2 cos
2
i sin , 100 1 2
W = - + - ¢ +( ) ( ) ( )⎜ ⎟⎛⎝
⎞
⎠C t
K
C sC t s K C C2 cos
2
2 2 cos , 111 0 2 3 1
W = - + - ¢ +( ) ( ( ) ( ) ) ( )⎜ ⎟⎛⎝
⎞
⎠C t
K
C C t K C s K C2 cos
2
2 2 i sin cos , 122 1 3 0 4
W = - + - ¢ +- + - +( ) ( )( ) ( )⎜ ⎟⎛⎝
⎞
⎠C ts
K
C C t s K C C r2 cos
2
2 cos , 3. 13r r r r r1 1 2 2
For r  0 (2)we set s=1(2). The density-dependent term inModel(1) just enters through the sine function
in theﬁrst and third equation (for the usual Bose–Hubbardmodel it would be a cosine). In the thermodynamic
Figure 7.Chiral order parameterκwith respect to ρ for different ¢t at the transition to the CSF phase(see text). For ¢ =t 0.5 (black
circles)κ goes from zero to aﬁnite valuemarking the SFtoCSF phase transition. For ¢ =t 0.7 (red squares), the region ofﬁniteκ is
split into two parts by a region of k = 0, marking the CSF–BO–CSF transitions(see ﬁgure 2(b)). For ¢ =t 1.2 (blue triangles) the
intermediate BO region has disappeared. The inset shows the current-current correlation c ci j for different ﬁllings.
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limit the energy is given by W = + = - + ¢( )( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) k k J k J k K4 cos cos cos 2 cosK1 2 2 with the half
relativemomentum = -( )k k k 21 2 . For the scattering of two particles in the vicinity of theminimumatQ= 0
withmomentum = +k Q k1 and = -k Q k1 , i.e. totalmomentumK=Q, onemay solve the systemof
equationswith anAnsatz
d= + + k-( ) ( )C kr vcos e . 14r r0
The coefﬁcientsC0, δ and v are determined by equations (9)–(11), hence, are affected by the density-dependent
hopping. The scattering lengthsmay be extracted from the scattering phase shift δ, d=  ( )a klim cotk 0 . One
can relate the 1D scattering length to the amplitude of the contact interaction potential of the two-component
Bose gas ofmassm as = -g ma2 . For ∣ ∣g m 1 wemay employ a continuumLieb–Linigermodel [29]. In this
limit, for <g 0, the bosons form an attractively interactingmodel, characterized by the presence of bound states
or a collapsingwave function.
For ¢∣ ∣t 1 , and after some algebra, we obtain:
= + ¢ + ¢ ++ ¢ + ¢ + + - ¢r
( )
( ( )
( ) ( )g U t t U
t t U
U U t
2 2 2
1 2 2
4 , 150
2
= + + ¢ + ¢ ++ ¢ + ¢ + + - ¢ + +r
( ( ))
( )
( ( )) ( )g U t t U
t t U
U t U U
2 3 11 8 2
1 2 4 4
6 2 2 13 2 6 162 
ForU= 0, = ¢rg t40 , and hence for ¢ <t 0 an effective attraction is realized, providing an alternative intuitive
picture of the instability observed in the r m( ) curve. In contrast, = - ¢r ( )g t6 1 62 remains positive for any
small ¢t , leading to an effective repulsive interaction even for U 0 due to the density-dependent frustration.
For the case of two degenerateminima these argumentsmay be generalized. Onemay consider both
dispersionminima as two distinct species of particles. The low-energy properties are determined by both the
scattering fromparticles of the sameminimumand scattering of particles fromdifferent dispersionminima,
which give rise to effective intra- and inter-species interactions. For the case of a dominant intra-species
interaction bothminima are occupied and a 2SF-phase is stabilized. A dominant inter-species couplingwill lead
to aCSF phase in the dilute limit. For a detailed calculationwe refer to [29]. For this case we determine the 2SF–
CSF transition for ¢ »t t0.97 for the case r  2which only coincides qualitatively with ourDMRGcalculation
(as shown in ﬁgure 2we could determine the boundary around ¢ »t t0.4 ) showing that at large ¢t t theCSF
phase is favored. This discrepancy has been reported already in[26, 29, 34] and is possibly due to the difﬁculty in
determining theCSF–2SF boundary accurately at lowor largeﬁllings numerically because of vanishing chiral
order parameter.
7. Experimental signature
In order to obtain the signatures of the quantumphases we compute themomentumdistribution function
å= á ñ-( ) ( )( ) †n k
L
a a
1
e . 17
i j
k i j
i j
,
i
where á ñ†a ai j is the single particle correlation function.We plot n(k) as a function of ρ along two representative
cuts through the phase diagram, ¢ =t 0.7 and 1.5, as shown inﬁgure 8.
For ¢ =t 0.7, as the system goes fromSF–MI–CSF–BO–CSF as a function of ρ, we observe for growing ρ
regions of differentmomentumdistributions: a single peak of n(k) at k= 0(SF), no peak(HI+MI at r = 1), two
peaks atk (CSF), no peak(BOat r = 3 2), and again two peaks atk (CSF). Note that in theCSF phase a
single experimental realizationwill typically just observe one peak at+k or at-k corresponding to one of the
two degenerate groundstates as discussed in [2]. For ¢ =t 1.5, we observe amarkedly different dependence for
growing ρ: a regionwith a singlemomentumpeak(SF), then a regionwithmultiple peaks(PP), no peak(MI
+HI at r = 1), and two peaks atk (CSF). Themomentumdistribution, whichmay be extracted from
standard time-of-ﬂightmeasurements, constitutes hence an excellent experimental observable for the
observation and characterization of the different phases.
8. Conclusions
Laser-assisted hoppingmay result in density-dependentmagnetism, andmore generally in density-dependent
frustration. In this paper we have illustrated the consequences that density-induced frustration (togetherwith
2BHCC)mayhave on the properties of a bosonic gas, for the particular case of bosons in a zig-zag lattice inwhich
the sign of the next-to-nearest hopping (and hence the geometric frustration) depends on the local occupation.
We have shown that, even in the absence of two-body interactions (U = 0) the density-dependent frustration
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leads to awealth of gapped(MI+HI, BO) and gapless(SF, 2SF, CSF, PP) phases, since for ¢ >t 0 the system
basically interpolates for growing ﬁlling from anon-frustrated non-interacting system to a fully frustrated
systemwith an effective two-body repulsion induced by the density-dependent hopping. In contrast, for ¢ <t 0,
frustration decreases with density, but the frustrated low density regime is unreachable due to the vacuum
destabilization resulting from the effective inter-particle attraction induced for ¢ <t 0 by the density-dependent
hopping. Finally, we have shown that the discussed phasesmay be experimentally revealed in time-of-ﬂight
measurements due to their different signatures in themomentumdistribution.
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